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Hello!

Quality Analyst & Problem Solving Specialist
MSS | MBA | 
Field of Expertise: Six Sigma | QMS | QE | Lean | TQM | ISO |
Founder, Quality Engineering Academy Bangladesh
(An innovative problem solving & learning toolkit)
You can find me at email: masudvfb@gmail.com  
Mob: 01819136606

I am Md. Masuduzzaman Khan here because 
I love to connect with you to learn & share my 
challenges & success story of continuous 
quality & efficiency improvement projects.



Forgotten History of Bangladesh Clothing Performance

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru wrote about this 

fabric in his book “Glimpses of World 

History”, “Four thousand years old 

mummies of Egypt were wrapped in fine 

Bengal muslin. The skill of Bengal artisan 

was famous in the East as well as the West”

Muslin’s Story: 4th century BCE-18th century
Muslin story is rich, varied & unique. This tapestry depicts the 

main events that shaped its life, led to its recognition, 

persecution & extinction (from 4th century BCE to till 18th

century). It was embroidered by highly skilled craftspeople on 

high count cotton In 1462 BC most Mummies of Egypt 

were covered in muslin

../../Bangladesh textile heritage/Bangladesh Clothing Performance & Compititiveness v2 2021.pptx
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“The cloth is like the light vapors of dawn”



A first-aid packet of 5m of "hydrophilic 

muslin", given to Italian soldiers in World War

629-45 ce was woven of finest Bengal cotton and exported to Dresden, 

Germany, where it was embroidered in motifs to suit the European market.

“The cloth is like the light vapors of dawn”

YUAN CHWANG,

Chinese traveler to India,
Woman's muslin dress, Europe, C. 1855. 

Los Angels Country Museum of Art



Nur Jahan, wife of emperor Jahangir of Mughal India wearing muslin dupatta and tunic, 

1627 CE 

Romance-of-Bengal-muslin

• Court of Chandragupta Maurya(reign 321-297 BCE.) Flowered garments made of the 

finest muslin and trinkets of gold on their fingers and in their ears.

• Megasthenes, the Greek historian and ambassador.

 This transparent, clinging fabric, assumed to be muslin, is also depicted frequently in 

terracotta figurines of the 2nd century BCE found at Chandraketugarh, an 

archaeological site in modern day West Bengal.

 We don’t know exactly when muslin began in Bengal but there are numerous textual 

references to textile that closely resemble what we refer to as muslin today
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Court ladies wearing tight tunic made of muslin, 5th century, 

Sigiriya, Sri Lanka. This site was selected by king Kashyapa 

(477-496 AD)
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Muslin changed the fashion tastes in the West- Empress 

Josephine, the first wife of Napoleon & first Empress of 

French. She was the great lover of arts

Marie Antonitte  in her famous “muslin dress” portrait, 1783(By 

Louise Elisabeth Vigee Le Burn)

Queen consort of France                                     

Father:  Holy Roman Emperor Francis



Story of 

Muslin

There are a number of 

historical anecdotes 

related to the fineness 

of muslin fabrics

 • There is the story, written down in 1770 by William Bolt, in his book 

“Consideration on Indian Affairs”, that Arongojeb, an Emperor of 

Bengal, once teased his daughter for being naked. The princess 

however, protested, as she was in fact wearing 7 layers of fine Ab-e-

Rown muslin cloth, with these simply being so fine and sheer that 

she appeared to be nude.

 • Another story concerns a farmer and his cow: during the time under 

Alibardi’s rule, a piece of muslin was placed on the grass to dry. 

However, with the cloth being so fine, and thus almost invisible, the 

farmer’s cow, grazing in the same field ate the cloth along with the 

grass, as it did not see it. The story goes, that as a punishment, the 

farmer and his cow were later thrown out of Dhaka.

 • As mentioned previously, a myth that accompanied the finest of 

muslins was that they were spun underwater, so sheer and silky was 

their quality. Whilst this of course was not the case, this particular 

myth stems also from the fact that the spinning of the fabric could 

only take place in a humid environment, with the spinners 

sometimes placing bowls of water in the room, to further humidify the 

air.



 A 50 miter fabric could be squeezed into a 
match box!!!!

 250 count to 1200 count
 1400 threads per inch to 1800 threads per inch, 

Legendary fabric Muslin
Modern technology defeated here

Dr Taylor, a British textile expert 

wrote,-

 "Even in the present day, 

notwithstanding the great 

perfection which the mills have 

attained, the Dhaka fabrics are 

unrivalled in transparency, 

beauty and delicacy of 

texture.“

 ‘A hundred yards of it can pass 

through the eye of the needle, 

so fine is its texture.
100 Counts 10 gm

200 Counts 5 gm

500 Counts 2 gm

1000 Counts 1 gm

http://en.banglapedia.org/index.php?title=File:MuslinWaving.jpg


Process and Techniques

Process and Techniques

The process of manufacturing muslin is a complex, 

lengthy one, requiring great skill and craftsmanship 

and relying on the cycle of the seasons and the 

farming cycle. Typically, the spinning was done by 

women, whilst the men were responsible for the 

weaving. Finest thread was spun by young women, 

under the age of 30.

The spinning could only be done in the early 

morning or late afternoon, as it was at these times 

when the air was damp, allowing the cotton filaments 

to stretch, and occasionally water bowls were placed 

in the rooms where the spinning occurred, to further 

humidify the air. 

Sometime goes to the middle of the rivers on boat  to 

spun the finest thread in higher RH% & moisture 

presence.



The finest sort of Muslin was called Malmal, sometimes 
mentioned as Malmal Shahi or Malmal Khas by foreign 
travelers. It was costly, and the weavers spent a long time, 
sometimes six months, to make a piece of this sort. It was 

used by emperors, nawabs etc. 



Lined with countless fine, razor-sharp teeth, the upper jaw of 

a boalee (catfish) was used for combing karpas (raw cotton) 

to clean it before ginning and spinning.

A few of the more than 50 tools used by specialists to make 

the muslin weaver’s shana (ultrafine-toothed reed comb) 

from a dense bamboo called mahal that allows for the setting 

of more than 1,000 teeth per meter. On a loom, shanas keep 

separation among spiderweb-thin warp threads.

.

In the Bangla language, a place where muslin was made and 

sold was called arong, and the largest arong was at Panam 

Nagar, in Sonargaon, where the East India Company factory 

was located. It now stands as a reminder of how what was 

once the cloth of emperors was felled by an industrializing, 

colonial economy.
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Muslin returned back once again
The Roman authors recorded that 'Generic Muslin' 

was the most coveted of luxury goods in the 

ancient civilized world

** Bangladesh researchers produced exact genus of 

cotton used in producing the fabled muslin cloth.  

** It was the very special and priority project of our 

honorable prime minister Sheikh Hasina to recover 

our ancient heritage of textile

** In an effort helps to revive the production of 

muslin by using source cotton and redeveloping 

spinning techniques.

The British cut off the hands or thumbs and 

tongues of Bengal weavers in order to stop & 

destroy the production of Muslin, the famous 

textiles of Bengal

Torturing was designed to prevent weavers from 

undertaking weaving and the cutting of tongues 

said have been for the purpose of preventing the 

weavers from passing on the knowledge of 

weaving through word’s of mouth 



Create quality  through imagination & fusion toward innovation

Discover Define Design Decide Do

3000 years old 

garments from 

China



Transformation of Bangladesh Textile and Clothing Industry

1st Generation Garment Factory

M/s Reaz 

Garments Ltd

1960-73

Desh 

Garments 

1977

Ancient Garment Factory, The lost city Panam Nagar, 

Sonargaon, The 1st Capital of Bengal, EST in 15th Century by 

Bengal ruler Isa Khan

2nd

Generation 

Garment 

Factory 

(Opex)

3rd

Generation 

Green 

Garment 

Factory: AKH



Two tables and graphs are provided 

below to show the scale of British 

imports of goods from Asia and 

India, and Bengal’s share. The first 

is on the total value, based

on five yearly intervals, between 

1665 and 1760, developed from 

annual figures generated by KN 

Chaudhuri. Textiles were about 71-

81% of the total value of goods

Bengal was still a major exporter of 

cotton cloth to the Americas and the 

Indian Ocean. However, Bengali 

exports declined over the course of 

the early 19th century, as British 

imports to Bengal increased, from 

25% in 1811 to 93% in 1840.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Americas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Ocean


Transformation sewing machines

1st Sewing Machine

C:/Users/khanm/OneDrive - Kontoor Brands/Garment Academy 2020/Belt loop value analysis/Belt loop quality improvement project V2 1.17.20.pptx




Bangladesh 
clothing challenge 

and opportunity







 Global trade is changing at breakneck 

speed, with ongoing trade tensions 

between major players, the pressure 

to reform the global trading system, 

technological changes, shifting 

employment patterns and increasing 

environmental concerns all working to 

reshape supply chains and upend 

decades of business norms.

 As we enter the third decade of the 

21st century, these pressures are 

also beginning to redefine demand 

patterns and production methods 

around the globe. 

 Supply chains of the future may look 

almost nothing like those of the past, 

and enterprises will have to adapt to 

keep their competitive edge.



2013



 Rana Plaza incident
 Tajreen Fire Incident
 Political unrest
 Worker unrest

Miracle:
 RMG growth about 16%

2013



Bangladesh number of garments factory decreased in 2014 significantly



Bangladesh 

RMG Industry

Competitiveness
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Challenge & 
Opportunity

The U.S. Government Office of Textiles & 
Apparel (OTEXA)
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The U.S. Government Office of Textiles and Apparel 
(OTEXA)

Challenge & 
Opportunity
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US Garment Imports: FOB Prices Bangladesh 2010-Year Ending 07-19
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Responsible quality & productivity

Quality

Productivity

On time delivery

Cost

Quantity

Quality

Production







6 Sigma vs Cost of Poor Quality
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Cost of poor quality
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Quality Failure for Fullness at Contour 

WB at reputed factory of Bangladesh      

Cost of Poor Quality: $5M 

https://kontoorbrands-my.sharepoint.com/personal/masuduzzaman_khan_kontoorbrands_com1/Documents/Virtual Garment accademy 2021/Countour Waist band case study/Case 1,Contour WB, Opex.pdf
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RequiredEffort Significant 

Labor productivity gap across country
PRODUCTIVITY COMPARISSION IN CHINA



Bangladesh has the lowest minimum wage among 

Asian garment exporting counties exception on 

Myanmar

Considering full minute cost of 0,08 € in countries like 

Ukraine, Russia, Albania or even Bulgaria, i see good 

chances to bring back business to Europe. Productivity 

is double, diversification flexibility is light years ahead, 

sustainability already on a suitable level, transport cost 

and lead time to Europe much shorter and customer 

service on a total different standard as everybody has 

already the experience of losing business. 

Understanding for challenges ahead might be there, 

but actions specially in updating production are not. 

Waiting, talking, talking and waiting.

Low wage  

vs  

Productivity   
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Productivity barrier and improvement
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Manufacturing Speed
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Efficiency comparison and calculation by OEE can create scope to 
find best quality & productivity friendly method  raising profitability.
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Operator

incentive system
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1 • What task need to be done?

2 • Why task need to do  

3 • How to complete the task?

4 • Which document & material needed?

5
• Who is responsible for the task

6
• When task should be completed?

7 • Whom to handover the completed task



Bangladesh productivity and human skill behind than other competitors but this country moving 

forward very quickly to reduce this gap. If we can have aligned based on their skill level, they can 

achieve most challenging goal in the world.

Need to adjust  technology, tools, SOP  based on Bangladesh human skill, ability & environment analysis
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Bangladesh apparel industry export 



The country's apparel exports to the US maintained a hefty growth - both in 

terms of value and volume - during the first month of current calendar year.

The US imported ready-made garment (RMG) items worth US$756 million from 

Bangladesh in January 2022, marking a 45.53 per cent growth, according to 

OTEXA, an affiliate of the US Department of Commerce. Bangladesh exported 

goods worth $519 million to the US in January 2021.



Bangladesh apparel export earnings growth achieved new heights in March 2022. Witnessing a staggering 
60.15% year-on-year growth.











 Bangladesh still enjoys the lowest cost for labor in manufacturing clothing 
products in global perspective

 The edge gives the manufacturers a definite competitive advantage among 
its peers in the global export markets.

 The $95 monthly minimum wage is the lowest in global standard, according 
to a survey report of the Japan External Trade Organization.

 It said cheap labor is one of the strong factors behind the success of 
Bangladesh in apparel sector in the global export markets.

 “The leverage of cheap labor is not a solution to the Bangladesh apparel 
industry, as it is going up continuously due to a rise in production cost, rise in 
wages and investment for safety improvement,

 We should focus on QE & efficiency improvement & adapt modern 
technology and manufacturing method to speed the sustainable growth

Bangladesh apparel exports challenge & opportunity
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Supply chain capability improvement
1

•Seamless sourcing buyer and supplier to reduce supply chain risk  & Optimize internal supply network , inbound freight & cost

2
• Integrated business planning to improve customer service and satisfaction for continuous improvement 

3
•Real time seamless inventory ,order management , shipment tracking, Production and quality data visibility 

4
•Collaborate with merchandising , ,sample, quality, production & IE

5
•Vertical integration, Regulatory compliance, QMS improvement & Embed predictive analytics

6
•Accurate cost visibility with Production customization and diversification

7
•New employee capabilities and manpower skill improvement

8
•Optimization tools and technology to improve efficiency

9
•Automation ,advanced  robotic technology & digital manufacturing

10
•Sustainability, environment activities , Waste management and social responsibility
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Case Study on Kathin Chibor Daan: A Buddhist Religious Festival in Bangladesh
CHT women's are making cloth from row cotton by 24 hour without technology

 Kathin Chibar Dan, the biggest religious festival of the Buddhist people in Chattagram Hill Tracts. Bishakha, a nurse of Goutam Buddha, 

introduced the religious festival about 2500 years ago. Since then the Buddhist community celebrate the Kathin Chibar Dan or the yellow robes 

offering ceremony every year.

 Kathin Chibar Dan means difficult (Kathin) cloth (Chibar: used by monks) donation (Dan). On this day, it usually takes 24 hours to prepare Kathin 

Chibar from thread processed by spinning jum cotton. The chibars (robes) are made of cotton and sewed by devotees under several 

preconditions for which it is termed as kathin (difficult).

We can learn from Bangladesh CHT people to speed up RMG productivity & reduce the gap from international market



Transformation of QA,QE & QMS Toward Prescriptive Quality Engineering (PQE) 

Prescriptive QE                                                          
Alert what action could be taken on possible failure

Predictive QE                                                       
Alert that trend on a possible failure

Proactive QE                                                                 
Alert that occurs before failure  

Preventive QE                                                      
Alert why did happen failure

Reactive QE
Alert what failure has happened

Low-active QE                                                                           
Sometime fail to alert what failure has happened

Prediction

Prescription
Effect
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Shape 
the 

future 
now



Love the World



Todays guest for 
debate

 Let us know if you have any 
query?

 Let us know if you have any 
recommendations?

 We will be more than happy 
to accept your criticism

 Feel free to raise your hand


